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Themes Illustrative Quotes 
Evolution and 
development 
of the network 

“How the network came into existence, if one wants to summarize that with few adjectives, and I can elaborate, but I 
would say that ’organic’ and ’unplanned’.” (Informant # 16) 
“There was initially a research plan for the Futurelab [design factory], but nowhere in there was there a mention of a 
network or something. So of course, there was existing collaboration within the Futurelab [design factory]. But the idea of 
it having a network, that was never, never in the plans.” (Informant # 16) 
“So, in terms of when the network started, there are different ways you can look at that. If we think practically ’network’, it 
was when three DFs existed, so that would be when Melbourne started in late 2011. Then the first network activity, the 
first international Design factory week, took place in October 2012 in Aalto. And there we had people from Aalto, 
Shanghai, Melbourne, and then IIT in Kanpur. So that time the network was not that, it wasn't so clear who are the 
members, how does one become a member, there were like these DFs and then other institutes as well. But if I was seeing 
from the kind of development perspective, I think that the point and time when this development of the network was 
starting in a more systematic way and consciously, that we have this thing that seems to be of interest, so what can we 
make out of that. So that was in October 2013 when the second Design factory week took place in Shanghai, and there 
seven different institutes took part. So formally, or from the perspective of three DFs, late 2011, first network activity 
2012, and then the development of the network 2013.” (Informant # 16) 
“I think the membership agreement few years ago was kind of an interesting exercise from that perspective that there’s 
money involved so it's important that you have some kind of agreement, some agreement how is the decision-making done 
or what is the kind of basis for decision-making. How the money is used, who decides and what.” (Informant # 16) 

Little focus on 
formalized 
strategy 

“I think in terms of the aim, there hasn’t been any kind of vision or strategy or something behind.” (Informant # 16) 
“I think those are things that are discussed in one way or another during every international Design factory week. I think 
the network is growing, so I think there would be a more clear need to have something a bit more, let's say, I wouldn't say 
formalized but written-down eventually. So, let's see, but so far, nothing has been that’s strictly written down or 
formalized.” (Informant # 16) 
“Of course, in the (point) where the annual fees were introduced, we had to explicate a little bit what is the added value that 
a Design factory gets. Which I think in that sense was partially the related direction, maybe not formalizing what the goal 
or vision is but perhaps in terms of what is the return on investment.” (Informant # 16) 
“So not so much support but like guidance and facilitation I think it would be, and also vision like in towards having like a 
shared vision of where all this is going because that's something that I actually have been thinking about which is like 
pioneering on this collaborating in new way of working.” (Informant # 3) 
“For me really it's about what’s next and if not necessarily what's next tech, for me it's more about how we create 
meaningful interactions and build a culture to make sure that we are still being able to tap into the students passions, hopes 
and dreams and match them up with industry who will rely on them in a five years span. So, I would like to very much 
squeeze the essence out of or make more clear globally what design factory global network can offer so in fact if you think 
about it for me the future is less about individual notes but more about a whole of bubble. I was talking about these 
bubbles, I would rather see them connecting more, definitely because I also find things like similar radical ideas that are 
coming within the speed of a couple of hours sometimes, duplication is there, you know, students these days are more 
likely to be global and connected digitally so, you know, I would like to see a design factory global network university 
where we can be clear on a whole of message if you like.” (Informant # 18) 

Increased 
involvement 
of certain 
individual 
DFs 

“I think there is more and more input that is coming from the network versus how it was, for instance, in the beginning or 
in the early years. Of course input as such, but now I think there is a critical mass in the DFGN in terms of the individual 
people, there is more collaboration projects, there is stuff that is happening content-wise, which of course then also relates 
back to the overall development of the network as such.” (Informant # 16) 
“I think it evolved nicely, organically, effectively because you see that in the execution of the International Design Factory 
Week, you see that in the interaction and input of other design factories.” (Informant # 23) 
“In the early years, for instance at IDFWs there was actually not that much time reserved for discussion of collaboration 
projects. There was significantly more time for sharing of best practices, learning of the local design factory, well that 
happens still, there was also parts in the beginning there was sessions that were for the development of the individual 
design factories so to say. So I think the shift has become more that it's much more now around collaboration projects 
because there are more DFs, they’re more mature and kind of, there were resources for the collaboration, so of course, the 
sharing of the best practices takes place as well but it's been explicitly communicated that kind of, if you want to develop 
your own platform so that's what the boot camp has been dedicated for and they get IDFW for planning for collaboration. 
Of course, and at IDFW, when you interact and hear it from the other people also, so you take kind of input and inspiration 
for your own activities but there are not that kind of, not that much tailored sessions for that except for this year and last 
year the demo corner was introduced.” (Informant # 16) 
“I guess that would entail that maybe growing the network would be beneficial for us. I find that, at least so far, we’ve got 
an, let’s say, enough interest from the, from the current number of members, so I don’t necessarily expect that the network 
needs to grow. But I guess it wouldn’t hurt either, if there were more members, because that would mean more potential 
partners for us in the EU projects.” (Informant # 14) 

Lack of 
personal 
connection 

“On the other hand, if you see the growth of the design factory network, then with thirty design factories, it’s starting to 
become difficult to know everybody, personally, and to connect in a good way.” (Informant # 10) 
“I think this is a conversation that I actually had with other design factories; it’s going so fast right now that we don’t even 
know what actually there are. Most of the times we have an email saying, this is a new upcoming, should we say yes, 
everybody says yes, then there is a (period of time) that you don’t know what they have been doing until you (meet) in the 
(IDFW). If you meet them, actually. Of course, the newcomers may not come.” (Informant # 22) 
“If someone is not trustworthy, then people will not, will not work with them or the design factory and then the 
collaboration dies, maybe people will go away.” (Informant # 10) 
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“I'd be looking for collaboration and because there's too many things to do and too little time, what I think is really 
important is actually getting a kind of trusting personal relationship so I wouldn’t start doing a joint development project if 
I don't already kind of have, if I'm blatantly honest, like if I don't know that you have a good track record and you are a 
good guy. I have this 50 other things that I can already pursue so I think it's not just about the information but also having 
some kind of, so it's not just a directory of people with list of expertise but it’s, that person did that awesome design 
thinking workshop because I don't need entry level information, I need people that I'd want to collaborate with, that I think 
that can add something more than the researcher in arts or our lab person so it's quite rare that I'd be looking for just a 
random person.” (Informant # 2) 
“I think to me the challenge is really that kind of matchmaking so that we know that we should be collaborating and what 
you have to offer and what I have to offer.” (Informant # 2) 
“Regarding the network similarly, I've seen two or three representatives of them in international design factory week but 
there is no personal relationship and even if there was, so even if we've talked to each other informally being aware of what 
they’re doing is a tall order because again there is no natural catchup situation and even if there was that would again be a 
very big time investment, just to kind of talk to everyone and I think design factories are more difficult to capture in an 
update than others because of this nature of having a hundred different development projects kind of simmering on 
different intensities.” (Informant # 2) 
“Well, I think the most valuable single thing that has helped us with the network is the annual meetings, when all the 
Factories get together. We get to meet the new ones that have joined and at the same time we’ve been able to send staff. 
So, it’s those personal interactions that allow us to find affinities, find natural partnerships which we can then further from 
a distance. But being able to be in the same room and to discover organically places where, hey it really makes for us to 
collaborate. Those I think have been the most successful partnerships that we’ve had.” (Informant # 5) 
“Regarding International Design Factory Week, where people can stay connected, and I think that physical connection 
helps to continue and foster trust, particularly when there’s continuing, new Design Factories and people within Design 
Factories that are building. So, there’s always going to be evolving partnerships and collaboration initiatives, and to sort of 
find your own, interests and your tribe that people who are needing to do or wanting to do similar things in translating 
design factoriness to their local context. You can make those connections.” (Informant # 11) 

New DFs 
increased 
dependency 
on the DFGN 

“So yeah I think that with, I think you cannot even like separate these things like, right now I can’t imagine, we wouldn’t 
operate without the network. The network is like self-managing but the reason why we should be in this, like otherwise we 
could do stuff like independently as well but then it wouldn’t, be beneficial.” (Informant # 7) 
“I think support to build our expertise, I guess you could call it professional development or, capability building I mean, 
we’re finding increasingly that we need people with the kind of mindset that you see associated with Design Factory 
coaches [central team].” (Informant # 12) 
“But I think, maybe reaching out and having discussions that was because I think they did workshop with other design 
factory in Asia where they actually went to the design factory and kind of gave mentorship and workshops with them for 
them to go back on track again. And I think that would be one of the things that our design factory would (need).” 
(Informant # 22) 
“For us, for the design factory being able to hook up to an international network like this, that gives us credibility in the 
network in my country, because when I’m on the table [at host], I can say, well, I’m part of the design factory global 
network, we are thirty design factories round the globe and we’re participating in it and then they look differently at you 
than if you just say I’m a coordinator and we have a design factory.” (Informant # 10) 
“Not, not right now, but at the beginning when we were new in the network, we were kind of lost. There are many words 
or expressions that we didn’t know what, what all those mean.” (Informant # 13) 
“Sometimes, sometimes, especially for the very first year, we started with very bad timing, there was a kind of difficult 
situation, it got better, but that was a kind of struggle.” (Informant # 15) 
“And for a newcomer, I think it’s harder to understand, it’s already hard to understand the network itself rather than each 
design factory work which they, at least my colleagues have a very, they don’t know how design factories work, and then I 
say, yes of course, but they are new to this and they become confused.” (Informant # 22) 
“So there is some possibilities but at the moment because it's taking a lot of time and resources to start our own courses and 
whole facility and get our things running so, like it was said in the international design factory week as we don't want to 
overpromise a lot so we try to start our own projects and then look for the options when we got those things running, then 
to start look for the options how to collaborate between those.” (Informant # 1) 
“So now [after ~ 5 years] we are more free and now we are prepared, I still am talking with team from time to time, and 
now we want to be more international, and we are ready to host maybe other people, and now we have more money, so it’s 
all a bit better to interact with others.” (Informant # 15) 
“You know I think one of the challenge is to pull information from each of the members in order to have a common 
advertising. So here’s what’s going on over at this Design Factory, here’s what’s going over at this one. And to be able to 
disseminate that regularly to again, to start the fires, to make one another aware of projects that are happening within the 
network where hey, that sounds like something we would like to get involved in.” (Informant # 5) 
“Also, sometimes there comes a message [about certain project] and I don't know who the proper person that should 
answer for that is, that's a problem.” (Informant # 9) 
“Sometimes the slack is bit inactive so you think about throughout the year, at what time you are joining, it might seem 
like nothing is happening and you don't know what is happening until you participate in the international design factory 
week.” (Informant # 1) 

Established 
DFs 
relationship 

“I also think that the universities or some of the universities could take more of a leading role in there and they could be 
assigned those leading roles so it could be more like the DFGN could have more like leading role and so that they pass on 
the responsibilities and delegated tasks a bit more so it's like a more constructive organization that could happen.” 
(Informant # 1) 
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with the new 
DFs 

“That would be a nice service, I mean, that would be actually be a nice service, if you have some experienced students or 
staff members [from within the network] that can help set up project for design factories who would like to do an 
international collaboration, yeah, that would, would be helpful absolutely.” (Informant # 10) 
“It’s true, some factories are more engaging, more established than others, and they serve as an excellent role model for the 
rest. I also recognize then perhaps some of the ones that are not as engaged, so there are some that are very well-
established, they have their own entities, they already built very strong structure, so that can serve, like, a role model, and 
others do try to emulate that given the constraints, their internal constraints.” (Informant # 23) 
“I would say, there’s the initial challenge of setting it up, but it’s also that we received a lot of mentoring and support from 
the neighboring Design Factory.” 
“So an example of how they helped us is that, two of their staff came over (into the one-day) workshop with that group of 
supervisors, which was fantastic, you know? So, things like that have really helped us.” (Informant # 12) 
“Of course, I was very much a driver with the coordinator in the neighboring design factory in setting up and since then 
we’ve helped them with their program.” (Informant # 18) 
“We ran workshops with two members from our different but established design factories as a collaboration where we 
supported this new design factory in Asia.” (Informant # 18) 
“I’ve been to two International Weeks, and then I’ve been to the main design factory several times, because it’s so close 
also. So I guess I have got like the support when I need from the DFGN team. If I were like on the other side of the world, 
maybe it would have been different.” (Informant # 7) 
“The design factory here, despite we, and I have to say that we took a lot and we kind of copied a lot from what they have 
here in terms of methodologies, processes, in terms of activities and initiatives.” (Informant # 3) 
“Many members visit here because this main design factory is in a really unique position with the resources, it's not the 
case with other design factories.” (Informant # 16) 
“It does happen, so I wouldn’t say we’ve been that actively hoping but the new design factory in Asia that joined last year 
has been very active in reaching out to us so they visited our exhibitions, they’ve asked me to coach their students for one 
of their projects, and they’ve invited me and the students over once or twice.” (Informant # 20) 
“We’ve done, kind of user testing, just as a small activity with the neighboring Design Factory. That was really useful. So 
we sense that we need to kind of build more of those things (just into our) program as well.” (Informant # 12) 
“And what they do a lot is international (mentorships). So, they are reaching out to each design factory which they have 
done in Europe, so with the established design factories there as well. So that the students get extra mentorships with 
people from the network.” (Informant # 22) 
“Sometimes I feel a bit pressure that there are too many universities who want to be part of our main project and we just 
don’t have that many teams and we are lacking students from our own university, we have clearly less than fifty percent of 
students that we had four years back.” (Informant # 24) 
“I noticed that many times, we have spread out or sent requests where a university or a company or organization is looking 
for resources. On the other hand, I don’t remember too many such messages coming from any other design factories.” 
(Informant # 24) 
“I would say, there’s the initial challenge of setting it up, but it’s also that we received a lot of mentoring and support from 
the neighboring Design Factory.” 

DFs’ 
constrained 
environments 

“Well I know this topic has been up, because the network is growing, and there definitely are challenges but I have not 
given much thought on it, so I’m not really in a position to recommend anything. I think it will be a challenge, because the 
maturity level of different DFs will be so different. So, the research is really necessary in order to actually understand like, 
what the real challenges are and how basically we need to apply our own processes or methods on it.” (Informant # 7) 
“In terms of support, one thing is that not all design factories are equal, meaning design factories are different stages of 
their genesis and not just in time but also in funding and that makes it difficult to sometimes collaborate.” (Informant # 18) 
“I know that many times some factories, because they are busy with other stuff, maybe they don't contribute that much.” 
(Informant # 3) 
“About the DFGN activities, so when someone is proposing, for example, a rat relay or a Design Factory Day or 
something, like a joint activity, what is challenging for us is that we don’t have our own students, so we don’t really have 
anyone to rely on to organizing initiatives, because yeah, as I said, the administrative team is fairly small.” (Informant # 
14) 
“The way we have been operating is a little bit different than other schools in that it’s not like we have our own building or 
a lot of facilities because our location here in the city, where space is scarce, forces us to operate in a more confined space, 
and with more reduced resources. But what we’re trying to do is to bring as much of the spirit and, and philosophy behind 
what the Design Factory does and its role in bringing in unique student experiences that we’re trying to carry out as much 
as possible through our Hackathons, workshops and other events.” (Informant # 23) 
“The physical distance is a challenge, and you can do a lot with Skype, but sometimes you need to be together. That will 
cost money and therefore we need grants or other financial possibilities, therefore it’s easier to work together with design 
factories in Europe, because there is already a network of financing. Sometimes it’s just easier to, to work together with the 
neighboring design factory, because they are close, it’s like two telephone calls away and it’s easy to organize and then, 
yeah, you have something to do for students.” (Informant # 10) 
“So issuing new ones [collaborative projects], it is challenging because we have constraints, so we have to carefully 
evaluate which project we’re going to be a part and to make sure that we can deliver on that particular project, deliver to 
our partners, and to our students as well. So, we’ve had to be, very critical about what we get involved with, not because 
other projects would not be cool but because we just have to manage the resources.” (Informant # 23) 
“So, my work is a lot about collaborating in the sense that if someone else has needs, I find the resources for someone else 
to concentrate on that and then trying to match all of these and there's just so much uncertainty. So, for example, a 
researcher from my team might be going to this design factory in another continent. We will see, that's a negotiation 
between us, and two other design factories and then the hospital case that he would be doing research on and then there's 
the customs and visa issues. So there's so many moving parts that those discussions tend to take a lot of time, both in terms 
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of actual discussion hours but then there are also spread, if you want something to happen in a year and a half you are 
talking about it now so that all of the slow moving parts get into place.” (Informant # 2) 
“So apart from the main host project, we’ve organized, for example, different types of executive education workshops for 
universities and for organizations outside of the DFGN. That’s one way that we would be, we could be doing. But it’s not 
actually entirely clear what our purpose is in the future regarding collaborations.” (Informant # 14) 
“In our case and probably others, one fact that does not help to say yes to more initiatives is our other responsibilities 
during the academic year so there might be very interesting opportunities, but sometimes, but (in the time) which those 
appear we do not have resources or we do not have the time & space to say yes and collaborate with others. So, I think that 
a more frequent contact among all the members could be a good idea.” (Informant # 13) 
“I think it’s because we are all kind of creative people, and then we enjoy being together and have all these wonderful 
ideas. And then we come back home to reality and everyone is busy, and maybe priorities shift in daily life, where we all 
kind of are stuck in our daily business, and have to move that forward, and less time to really dedicate on the joint things. I 
don’t know. That is one explanation for me.” (Informant # 17) 

Low quality of 
collaboration 

“I think it’s interesting to think about it because they reflect a lot of what we see in the students. That it’s always about 
alignment, like aligning on the dates, aligning on the schedules, aligning on expectation and of course, you always try to 
push a bit for your own self like, but they don’t know like, no you have to do this or you have to do it until then, don’t care 
about what they are telling you. So definitely aligning, I think it’s the most difficult and especially with the different 
academic schedules and rhythms it’s very hard to match.” (Informant # 6) 
“The main challenge with mutual project is that the students have problems with communication, for example, other team 
is there, our team here, so they have problems with agreeing something, because maybe the other team doesn't understand 
what is happening here and the same in opposite direction, so our team doesn't understand what good is done there, so we 
are always saying to them that they should speak with each other, but through Skype sometimes it's hard to understand 
each other.” (Informant # 9) 
“So we wanted to start in September with the program, really aligned with the sponsors, how we are financing that and so 
on, and then like, they, they jumped out short notice, which is a real struggle if you have already aligned, or else, kind of 
have the students on board and every sponsor on board, and then the other partners from the other Design Factories are 
supposed to do the same, and then you are there but your entire program is falling apart.” (Informant # 17) 
In line with this, to limit the alignment and understanding challenges, another informant from the central team highlighted 
the importance of having ‘realistic’ projects from the perspective of all of the partnering design factories and this is 
mentioned in his own words below: 
“From the kind of implementation perspective, I think being able to plan for realistic projects and activities, that's really 
important. But then I would say that when you are face-to-face, you need to be able to reach a point where you have a 
common understanding, where there are no kind of assumptions or false interpretations or such. Because then 
implementing stuff is really difficult. So, I think it’s kind of being able to get on the same page, no assumptions, common 
understanding, so that it goes smoothly. But then also planning something that is realistic and can be somehow executed, 
especially for the smallest DFs, to integrate to existing activities or structures that they might have, because it might be too 
much for them to plan something completely new.” (Informant # 16) 
Another aspect closely linked to the alignment challenges between design factories is that of varying procedures. This 
doesn’t necessarily affect the whole initiative, however variation in procedures does influence the experience that 
contributing people get out of the initiatives. This is explained by some of the informants who experienced this themselves, 
in the following quotes: 
“The problem is the different ways the universities work with their students. If you go for this year-long project, for 
example, then you have nine month period of working in that project, and that’s something we don’t do here, nine month 
projects, it’s always five or six months here, so being able to send out students to participate in this year-long project, that 
takes for me, takes a lot of organizational, internally, to make sure that students are allowed to go there for more than five 
or six months. That’s one thing, the other thing is the starting time of semesters. For example, we started at end of August,  
but in the neighborhood, they will start somewhere in, third week of September, so there’s a different start moment.” 
(Informant # 10) 
“In our university, there are different procedures for running projects, and one example is that about one month ago our 
students were frustrated, because they bought some parts for the prototype and they had to pay from their money then have 
to receive money back from the other team, but the money hasn't been paid, but I think that, that this is not only their 
problem. I see that most of teams have problem, because this is some kind of bureaucratic work, so they have to (take a 
receipt) and they have to get it approved.” (Informant # 9) 
Moreover, since the design factories are located all over the world, the level of teaching team also varies. For some there 
might be dedicated professors alongside the staff for courses at design factory whereas for others there might be no specific 
professors, but only coaches and teaching assistants. The extent of training of the teaching team is another element which 
impacts the collaboration quality since it is directly reflected in the student teams from those design factories. This does not 
necessarily reflect the need of new or extensive training programs for the design factories, however, it does reflect the need 
of same level of understanding being transferred to the teaching team. One informant shared this in the following quote 
from his experience: 

Coordination 
practices 
between DFs 

“Probably not on the governance or organizational side of the network, but probably more on the opportunities and contact 
points (as I’d say) among members, that’s probably to develop in which there could be more dynamic interaction among 
members rather than going through the center.” (Informant # 13) 
“I think for example when it comes to this collaboration project, we are a very close teaching team group. So, we very 
much like each other and we really communicate and collaborate a lot with each other, which I think helps a lot. Because 
we tried last year, and we didn’t have touchpoints all together. And it was a mess. So, this year when we started, we have 
monthly calls, like altogether. So, we have three different time zones that try to come together in one meeting. But I think it 
definitely helps, because then we can kind of troubleshoot the things that happen.” (Informant # 6) 
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“I think one of the different things in working internationally is getting the (coaches) and the teaching team, or even 
researchers talking the same language.” (Informant # 10) 
“What I find really powerful is that, as a team let’s say with these collaborative projects we do, as a team at the end of the 
day, teaching team, our coordination ensures that the project overall is strong, everyone shares innovation, and that allows 
us to work through the challenges.” (Informant # 23) 
“Like I feel that there is like, it is very easy to actually agree on doing something [in this project] because we all have 
common interests in doing these things.” (Informant # 7) 
“If there is an appropriate topic that fits for only professors, I mean university, that design factory is working on, I’d love 
to make that connection but I haven’t found any and I also don't particularly know the research topics of all the professors 
at my university so well. I'm starting to learn a little bit more now that I've been through these meetings for the design 
architecture professors, but some people’s topic just seems completely irrelevant, like graphic design, doesn’t really fit so 
well.” (Informant # 20) 

Hosts 
decreasing 
support for 
the DFs 

“We wanted to set up one semester cooperation, only with one Design Factory, and it was already designed, like how the 
curriculum should work and everything. We had our students and then they [other design factory] didn’t get enough 
students for the program. And we had the same experience again, like in a row, just one semester later. And the professor 
that wanted to support me with the program was so kind of disappointed also, that he said this entire design thinking 
network, in DFGN, maybe you should stop this kind of collaboration, because it’s so hard to plan for a university. We 
make this kind of commitments to the students and then we say sorry, this collaboration doesn’t happen because the other 
university didn’t have enough people that registered for the program.” (Informant # 17) 
“Also, for us to accept visiting teams when semester is on, because we have such limited space, that’s also a challenge, and 
workshop capabilities. So, we’ve got good facilities, but they’re shared with a lot of people. So that becomes quite a 
challenge, we cannot actually plan, we don’t know what the outcomes are, so we don’t know what hour demand or what 
type of equipment we’re going to need in these projects, which is very hard then to integrate into workshop planning.” 
(Informant # 11) 
“We have students that really see the value of what we offer, but in fact, when they go back to their department, they are 
told they can’t participate, or their program doesn’t allow room for it. When we know that if somebody had really put their 
mind to it, they could’ve actually found a way for that student to be enrolled (in our module). So, students, they can see the 
value (in it themselves). They really enjoy being in a team and taking on a challenge that is different from what they have 
been doing. Then there’s kind of pushback from the department that owns the program of study.” (Informant # 12) 
“The challenges I face are more towards external things, so there are a lot of people at the university, that the more famous 
it becomes, the more jealous they kind of are, and they are not so many that really would like to collaborate, that rather you 
see more people that want to have the same thing and duplicate it, which is weird. We have many, I would call it issues, 
but what is hard for us to kind of get the front faculties involved.” (Informant # 17) 
“We’ve been trying to build the passion based, design factory culture to support innovation and culture of creativity 
experimentation, working with ambiguity, all these things we try and normalize it and create the condition for innovation 
and that's been quite difficult meaning that, you know, it's easier when you have team in your own house and the team has 
to go and meet with all these other house members, so it's like a huge shade house where not everyone has the same kind of 
beliefs or mission or wishes to work in a same way and as you know each design factory is concept of co-creation or co-
design, so for us to work in this new space has been a quite a challenge.” (Informant # 18)  
“Our sort of, the support that we have received from host side has been, the financial support, has been going down year by 
year, now we’re out of financial support, from them. So, for us, our future existence is not clear.”  (Informant # 14) 
“This is one challenge, when you are in the need to convince decision makers or funding decisions. How could I explain 
this, how can you convince or make them understand, the decision makers or the money owners, how can you convince 
them that this is worth funding for.” (Informant # 24) 

Hosts lack of 
understanding 
of DF ways of 
working 

“I mean, when we started the design factory, we were told you will have, it will take you a lot discussion with staff, upper 
staff, management, to be able to, to start up the design factory, because you are going to do stuff in it what’s not normal for 
an educational environment as actually university, and that was correct, we had to, so that’s the reason why we’re not part 
of the main campus, but we’re located elsewhere.” (Informant # 10) 
“Basically, my role at the beginning was to, to share the, the definition and experience related to the Design Factory, and 
that’s not an easy task because the university environment is expecting different things. So people asked me if that space, 
particularly about the space, if that is a laboratory or if that is a classroom or a kitchen or something like that, so it was 
difficult at the beginning for people inside the university to grasp the idea.” (Informant # 13) 
“My role was to support the mission and support the passion that the team is building to be change agents to change and be 
more open to university industry collaboration giving students agency and a voice, that sounds like, less like normal 
university but when you empower students then you become more of a self-organizing, low hierarchy environment, in our 
university that's a challenge.” (Informant # 18) 
“My other role is kind of keeping the relationship with the design factory global network or sort of trying to instigate 
something there and that has been much more of a challenge because there's not particularly an easy way of onboarding 
professors and staff from the [host] institute to the DFGN.” (Informant # 20) 
“We had hoped that we would be seen as kind of a neutral unit that everyone could have a sense of belonging but we find it 
really hard to convince some staff that what we offer is really valuable to students and that it doesn’t in any way diminish 
the discipline learning. So, selling the value of interdisciplinary, and the fact that students might be learning a problem-
solving approach on a challenge that doesn’t directly relate to the discipline is a really big challenge to convince people the 
value of that experience creates a whole bunch of transferrable skills for the student.” (Informant # 12) 
“So that's worth doing but it's kind of complex because it requires stakeholders, management and trying to get buy-in from 
people who don't always want to come to the party.” (Informant # 18) 
“I can tell you, some issues such as traditional teaching versus this new way of teaching and this new way of collaborating 
that design factory offers, so it has been discussed for some years but it's still somewhat new, this fact that you can have 
this collaboration between fields, this collaboration between startups and research centers and industry.” (Informant # 3) 
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“They relocated us because they couldn’t handle us, our collaborative culture, so to speak, we were a disturbance in the 
normal routine of the university.” (Informant # 10) 
“There hasn’t been that many interests within the organization for the DFGN, in fact I would say that 80% of the 
professors who are involved with our design factory probably don't even know about design factory or the fact that we are 
part of the design factory global network, and this is due to the fact that we joined later, the projects were already running 
and a lot of professors already have their networks of people they work with outside of the DFGN.” (Informant # 20) 
“I’m afraid we can see a little bit this development that design factory is not that central, geographically central at the 
campus, and it’s not mentally that central at the campus anymore. We need to reinvent the ways how to communicate the 
idea of design factory again for the new students and new faculty.” (Informant # 24) 

Value of DF 
being part of 
the DFGN for 
the host 

“Although there are people still in the university that are kind of blind about the benefits of having a place or an idea, 
Design Factory, talking about that, I think that the easiest way to, to explain what Design Factory is to explain that Design 
Factory is not a place, it’s not four walls and (with) resources. It’s basically an idea.” (Informant # 13) 
“My role has been to try and build a team, tell the rest of the university we’re here, tell the university our strategic value, 
our competitive advantage for industry and just kind of building out a new normal which isn’t very normal at all.” 
(Informant # 18) 
“For the host, the value of the network is one, global exposure, so from a university viewpoint there is a high level of 
exposure of their students, the university name and brand, for ranking systems.” (Informant # 11) 
“But again, I do not know of another educational experience better than this one. It's a gift to my students, to give to my 
community, you know, to the host community and so you know the value is just huge.” (Informant # 4) 
“There is definitely a (ethos) or something about joining an international network that gives organization and universities 
justification or some kind of credibility so I will say, I don't use the word ‘used’ but it definitely alludes or helps towards 
that as well.” (Informant # 20) 
“Things are changing actually right now after five years because they, everybody sees the benefit of having a design 
factory.” (Informant # 10) 
“They appreciate us, now, first of all. They believe in us; they believe that even a project in an anonymous way with 
partners outside the university can be conducted.” (Informant # 15) 
“I think we are becoming the new normal, so I think that already what we are doing now, like for example the terms, 
passion based or co-creation or culture led or creating the conditions for innovation, these terms you know, our marketing 
people use it now in the university and now even our vice chancellor uses these terminologies which is like a president.” 
(Informant # 18) 

Support for 
DFs dealing 
with the non-
supportive 
host 

“This last year we had a change in management four times and DFGN has mainly heard about this for example from me, 
whenever I come here or from like, you know word travels around. But what I mean is, so we actually had our newest 
coordinator coming and he’s completely unfamiliar with everything, with the concept. And of course, now you are asking 
yourself, that it's also on our end to kind of give notice of whenever it happens, it's not DFGNs fault, like if they’re not 
notified about this, if they don't know of course they cannot do anything.” (Informant # 3) 
“We were founded six years ago and in September our contract is ending, because new rector will be chosen and he will 
decide whether keep us as the team or not, if he decide to do not keep us as the team, we, we just have to end our work, 
because we know we cannot do anything in that, but we hope that we will stay. I think that we'll evolve, because we've 
done some things that were good for our university, but it is possibility that new rector will just say okay, we don't need 
you anymore and just keep your regular work and do not participate in that DFGN. But, currently we are gathering 
everything that has happened from the beginning of our work, so every course and every event that was happened here or 
project, so we have pretty much collected from this point of view and think that the rector wouldn't close us, I think that he 
won't, he will evaluate, we'll evolve, because we wanted to be more independent, so we hope that we'll evolve and it is our 
goal, but everything can happen.” (Informant # 9) 
“In relation to support, maybe when this things happen, if there's like a clear understanding of and clear alignment of, if 
there is change in management, even like if the previous manager already knew this, look I'm going out, I need to notify 
the DFGN and I think that kind of happens in some way, with some emails but it would be nice to have some more support 
and maybe facilitation of DFGN or like contacting the new guy and saying look, so we had this relationship with your old 
coordinator, but if you need any help and our support here we are and by the way here are some information that you might 
useful, if you want to arrange a Skype meeting or if you want to come here and visit us, you are welcome, you know this 
sort of thing. That would be something to consider.” (Informant # 3) 
“When we’ve needed the credential of being able to say to university’s board of trustees, to companies that we’re working 
with international network, you’ve heard it from us but you know to have director of the main design factory come to our 
opening event, to have central team come to do training as they’ve done two or three times now, that's so impressive 
credential and it is now a pretty recognized brand as a work class university and that wins value to us so having that 
tangibly is where DFGN plays a big role.” (Informant # 4) 
“I know that stuff you can kind of research yourself, and you can, to convince others. But having somebody else’s voice, 
rather than just yours, because we’re small, (the, that view) comes predominantly from me, so it’s like, one person is trying 
to convince, you know, quite a number of people about the value.” (Informant # 12) 

DFGN team’s 
facilitation in 
collaboration 

“DFGN team are like operator for the collaboration projects to happen. Well, they are arranging the international design 
factory week which is basically the main thing that allows for the projects to happen so in that sense it's very important. 
Except for that I think that the team could take more active role or additional responsibility to make this happen.” 
(Informant # 1) 
“I think that's important, and with DFGN team, I think that happens already, it could probably be more official and sort of 
a checking role.” (Informant # 4) 
“I think that design factory global network team could help, because they are actually the few people that understand all the 
cultures in all the universities, because they’ve been there. They talk with the people, they discuss collaboration, 
participation in the network, helping them starting their design factories, so more or less they know all the cultures in the 
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all the design factories or in all the universities, so, they could advise in a way that nobody else could, so I really think they 
could help.” (Informant # 10) 
“So, I think it has become more and more in the sense as we have matured from the beginning that the DFGN team 
facilitates and created the environment for the Design factories to come together and plan for stuff.” (Informant # 16) 
“The onboarding process I think would be helpful. To get something like that. So, when we joined this project, it was very 
much like, hey guys, this is what we do, do it. And then you were like oh crap, I don’t know this, I don’t know this, I have 
to investigate or have to ask someone. Then we’re all too busy to fully embrace the coaching journey of the other design 
factory. So, I think definitely an onboarding system would be helpful. Especially if you deal with very different concepts, 
which is the case of almost every unique project.” (Informant # 6) 
“I mean I feel like they are really supportive, and I do really feel like we’re part of the family, however, if there was a way 
of convincing and getting onboard with the industry partners. I haven’t had any trouble finding industry partners but if 
there was (kind of material) that we could use or demonstrate, to show the value of (what we were) doing, in a way which 
shows the impact.” (Informant # 12) 
“I hope that central team can help and because they have more knowledge on all the design factories, they have better 
access have to the different ones and that they could, not just ask but also kind of figure out if this design factory a good fit 
for having the main EU projects, or where these projects could go to, because it's not too easy for us to know. Okay maybe 
here is probably not the best place to have hardware prototypes or hardware projects but data driven projects could be 
really cool to have here.” (Informant # 8) 
“I think DFGN team should be a more facilitator and mitigator for collaborations, I’m expecting to see more matchmaking, 
because sometimes Slack is very disorganized and then the people are lost because we are usually very busy and everyone 
is very busy, so following up everything in time, even technical stuff has sometimes difficulties so I think, uh, the DFGN 
should facilitate and mediate the collaborations because they really know our capacities, so if they can do this, that will be 
easier.” (Informant # 15) 
“We’re not really sure with who but I think that like collaboration with other design factories would be a good experience.” 
(Informant # 19) 
“So, not everyone can be at the same level, and I think we perhaps need to be understanding that if someone is not 
necessarily executing to whatever expectation is there that it’s not because they don’t want to, but they’re trying to find 
their way, and sometimes finding this way takes time. So, I think once someone joins the network, you kind of get the idea 
of what we’re standing for, and then on the other hand you have your own constraints, and you’re trying to bring the two 
together as much as possible. Sometimes it happens faster, sometimes it happens slower, but I don’t think anyone should 
be, given up on or considered that they are not doing their best. It’s always a matter of adjustment and working with what 
you have.” (Informant # 23) 
“I don’t know if the network team is the one that needs to be understanding, but rather the partners in the different projects. 
I think that DFGN is just governing overall, it’s not necessarily mediating or being part of specific projects. So, so it’s 
more about the specific projects within the network where sometimes people can have expectations.” (Informant # 23) 

Need for 
accountability 
to ensure 
reliability 

“I think from our experience, an important aspect is what kind of accountability we expect from partner cooperation, and 
maybe, having as a kind of central body of knowledge, as a kind of device to govern that if you really want to set up a joint 
corporation in the student project, there’s kind of a body of knowledge how this should work.” (Informant # 17) 
“I think maybe it’s simply this kind of providing contracts, what should the university kind of align between each other, so 
what is like good recommendation, at what point we have to commit and what point we have to make reassurance that the 
other design factory have enough students. So, I once saw a kind of contract from this other product-related project, where 
I could read a lot of these rules, so I think that is because it is from the main design factory. The central team can steer it 
too since there is more knowledge and what you can do to prevent that these projects are cancelled on short notice. In terms 
of a timeline, like such number of months or weeks before, in case you do not have the students, or like the sponsor of the 
project (an industry partner maybe), and the challenges already agreed, then stop it.” (Informant # 17) 
“I think, all the kind of confusion is only because of the scheduling of a semester, from the point of view of professors who 
are involved in which lecture or kind of course, is done pretty early. So if others then cancel stuff short notice, it’s always a 
question, how can this professor fulfill his duties, and the same is true for the students as well who had committed for that 
project, because for the international collaborations, they have to sign up earlier than for all other electives they have. And 
since we need to commit that this can happen and does not need to be cancelled due to a lack of students.” (Informant # 17) 
“We have many design factories, and that was surprising for me to understand that do not have any global student projects 
at all. Then of course, the question is, why are they part of the global network? For me that was always, at least one of the 
most important parts, and maybe it should be made explicit, what is it that people (were only) trying to achieve and what 
do we expect from being part of it, it’s also related to that.” (Informant # 17) 

Supportive 
environment 
regardless of 
the DF 

“It certainly played a huge role getting to establish our design factory, and it’s because we had, all these amazing folks like 
members of the central team and (had to) frequently come to our place, to host a lot of workshops, get our faculty trained, 
and getting our students to experience the ongoing projects at the main design factory. So, I think it’s just been so 
instrumental in establishing what DFGN is.” (Informant # 23) 
“I got involved with the central team member who came to support us about five or six years ago and then we kind of grew 
if you like, as a startup inside the university and we were inspired and supported by that member in those early days and 
now we have the luxury of two coaches, who were also working at the main design factory for a long time.” (Informant # 
18) 
 “I feel like if I had a problem, I know whom to approach and I probably would get support.” (Informant # 17) 
“For me personally, my projects like the startup summer school, it's been a great place to sort of try to recruit students, of 
course I don't get students from DFGN but the DFGN people have been very active and trying to spread that.” (Informant # 
20) 
“I think the network is super-supportive and, also not just the administrative staff from DFGN, but also from around other 
Design Factories. I mean, it’s our fellow Design Factories’ teaching coordinators and professors who go out of their way to 
find resources to support in the collaboration initiatives.” (Informant # 14) 
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“I really like the trust part of it and I also think that not having a contract wherein you say that the design factory global 
network agrees upon using the brand name whatsoever is a good thing, because it’s a bit your personal responsibility to be 
careful with the brand and to make sure that you use it in a proper way. So, yeah, it started just really open and flexible, I 
really like that, and I hope that we could stay like this.” (Informant # 10) 
“Because a lot of the time it’s easier to collaborate outside of your host than it is within, and the network is full of like-
minded people, people who are experiencing similar challenges, who have similar values and mindsets, that you when you 
do connect, there’s a sense of camaraderie and there is a sense of support, and there’s people that it’s a lot easier to develop 
trust.” (Informant # 11) 
“I think that it does create a kind of global entity. I’m not going to call it organization, and the fact that there’s a broad 
range of people in that network with kind of like agreed values promoting the openness and that sharing, and generosity of 
people also encourages that. I feel like that’s a pretty important structure that is needed in the world.” (Informant # 12) 
“I don't know a case where anybody here has said to any design factory, you’re not contributing.” (Informant # 4) 
“If someone doesn’t collaborate, I cannot say that they or we do not collaborate. I think it’s more like they haven’t had the 
opportunity or the excuse to collaborate in a more constant way. That’s basically the reason, probably they didn’t see the 
need.” (Informant # 13) 
“I would never blame someone from the network for not being able to work on a particular idea or initiative.” (Informant # 
17) 

Negligible 
control over 
individual DF 
activities 

“I think the way that the programs come together, then again it’s a bit like this self-organized thing. So, we have the three 
members of the teaching teams for this collaboration program and we just decide what we do between ourselves and how 
we manage and how we communicate and how we engage.” (Informant # 6) 
“I think, I really like the idea of no interference, I don’t think we need any control measurements whatsoever, we don’t 
need any matrix of testing if everybody is doing the right thing, I think, everyone feels the culture of the design factory 
global network is about trust.” (Informant # 10) 
“I don’t think too much, because I like the fact that it’s not over controlled, like, because I’ve been in sort of middle-
management positions (in the) institution, so I know how those work and also I’ve had governance roles with external 
organizations, like, with industry and so on.” (Informant # 12) 
“It’s more like I mentioned earlier, like the grandmother that keeps and takes care of all little members, working well and 
being in contact among each other. I see it that way.” (Informant # 13) 

Collaborative 
decision-
making 

“We do have the roll call and forum at the IDFW but those almost seems entirely formalized rather than anything that we 
really care about and I think most of the people who are really committed to this network are slightly different than your 
regular academic professors. And they're not particularly fond of authority either, they're much more collaborative type 
people.” (Informant # 20) 
“I think that organizing the way we do, having official moment during the international design factory week where we can 
discuss the collaboration, governance things, that’s good.” (Informant # 10) 
“I think the IDFW, for us, I consider it the sort of main governance entity, of the DFGN, because that’s where we have 
most Design Factories present. I was very satisfied with how IDFW was organized and how we got to take our projects 
forward there.” (Informant # 14) 
“I get a lot of my strategic thinking from the IDFW about what we are going to do, what we can't do, what we like to do, 
from there. So, for example, we have in our research profile, we’ve decided that we’re going to do more, we want to do 
more work around the role of design innovation for science. Now that's specific for our design factory but that feeds into 
the projects that are coming out of the global network if you like. So the partnership projects are born, for me, come out of 
that, sort of that international design factory week, so for me that's like going back to Mecca, I need to go there, I need to 
see how it's going, that's where we can contribute to the path and also that's where we can help, decide our direction for the 
following years.” (Informant # 18) 
“I think it's okay to have those differences as long as there is this fundamental foundational, see what the central team did 
in the beginning was to specify it's all knowledge are the same for everybody, right, there is no class system, there is still 
that what you contribute also is what you get out mentality. So as long as the foundation is there and the principles are 
clear and the support is there for anyone who wants to be a design factory, it is okay that there are differences.” (Informant 
# 18) 
“One thing that distinguishes DFGN, I would say from the other institutional or educational organizations, is that we try to 
avoid, or try to lower down the bureaucracy of things, in order to make things happen. That is of course quite an interesting 
thing, because there is a value in there.” (Informant # 21) 
“Unlike in many other networks, we all know each other, everybody knows everybody, and it’s not too big yet. But even if 
you have a smaller club or a society, let’s take the ClusterNet or the Nordic HighTec, they are smaller in numbers but they 
are very top-down organizations that it’s the rectors who meet, it’s the vice rectors who meet, they talk, they communicate, 
they decide, they agree. But then the actors on somewhere on lower level, they don’t know each other, they don’t have 
those nice dinners together. I just see the Design Factory Global Network and International Design Factory Week a bit 
different from many other conferences.” (Informant # 24) 

Shared 
purpose and 
belonging 
within the 
collaborative 
community 
despite a 
fragmented 
network 
structure 

“I do understand that, and it’s normal with everything, things are changing, I feel good about change, I embrace it, right, 
this is what we’re all about, so the idea is okay now as this organism is changing, how do we want to shape it moving into 
the future, and I think as long as we’ll continue to be connected by the same values and the same mission, everything will 
work out just fine. New people will come in, but as long as they get the idea and we keep that connection, that core 
connection, what brought us together in the first place, that will be all we need. For me, that would be the goal.” (Informant 
# 23) 
“It’s like how to maintain the values with it growing, how to maintain the kind of family aspect, or to have this feeling of, 
like, we understand each other, when also we don’t know each other as well as it feels like. That’s definitely a problem 
when it becomes larger.” (Informant # 17) 
“Generally I think it's a good sign it's growing but, I mean this is not unique to the DFGN, there's always growing pain 
which is that you get to certain size, people don't know each other, whenever you try to report out instead of everyone 
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reporting out or introducing themselves in twenty minutes, now it takes 3 hours. There's all that kind of problem which I'm 
sure can start to come up at all, I think there's already a little bit of grumbling that IDFW is kind of selective as each 
university can only send like two people or something like that and a lot of universities want to send more but then that 
starts getting a little bit unruly as well. So, I can imagine that kind of growing pain coming up.” (Informant # 20) 
“I think growing is always good as long as it grows naturally. Because naturally, you can at the same time provide for the 
needs. I think it’s really good, because it’s the idea, it’s the intention. Even though you might have read already in many 
other publications, DFGN, like, wasn’t part of it, but it happened. And it came to existence naturally because of the needs 
and it has been growing like that. I think it comes from a need, and if there is a need, of course there will be a reason to do 
things, so that is growing, and I think it’s great. So, but we should just always take care of the thing properly, because 
sometimes it grows too much and there is not enough care and it can be problematic.” (Informant # 21) 
“So, I think of course like, we should always accept other universities that want to join and it’s great that this kind of 
spreads out. But maybe we have to think about doing it in smaller groups and have it at the same time but in kind of this, 
maybe, rotating groups where you can always meet up with each other, but you work with smaller chunks at the time. But 
in another way, I kind of wish that in two years we wouldn’t have fifty. Because I think it was also something we talked 
about, like how fast are we growing and how are we maintaining the quality per se.” (Informant # 6) 
“My expectations from the network is that as it grows, there isn’t a compromise in values. So, we don’t just have growth 
for the sake of growth, we have growth legitimately, because there’s a community of like-minded people that are wanting 
to connect and it’s not just a branding exercise for people, because then it becomes meaningless and you don’t have any 
substance or the potential to collaborate.” (Informant # 11) 
“I think even yesterday [referring to arrival for the event], I was so exhausted, and I had a huge headache, and I just wanted 
to go to the room. But then you see these familiar faces and you hug each other and you kind of remember oh, these are 
such nice people, and this why I do what I do, basically.” (Informant # 6) 
“We found people that are thinking in the same way, looking into developing new ways of education, trying to teach 
students to become better developers or innovators or designers, so it’s really nice to be part of a network that has people in 
it that understand your language in a way, that, you all have the same focus.” (Informant # 10) 
“Personally, to me, it's the license to experiment and innovate and take all the risks in my day job knowing that I have this 
international group of likeminded people who have my back. And I love that.” (Informant # 18) 
“Well, I think, for us it’s really partnering with likeminded individuals and sharing this idea that the education experiences 
can be something else than what you typically experience in a traditional college education.” (Informant # 23) 
“When you go to the International Design Factory Week, and you’re with a whole bunch of like-minded people, and you 
can sense that immediately, there’s not much else in the world that’s like that, where there’s a sense that you’re part of a 
family, you’re part of kind of change and making the world better.” (Informant # 12) 
“Of course, the collaboration is a clear thing that when you have a kind of network of likeminded people where you share 
the ways of working, it means the collaboration is easier. So, it's a kind of opportunity for international collaboration as 
well.” (Informant # 16) 
“It’s the people, I think even yesterday [referring to arrival for the event] when we just met, I was really so happy that so 
many people actually come to the opening. And it is like your friends and family coming together. So, I think that it’s the 
people part. And like I guess I always feel the same when we have these International Weeks, that they’re really exhausting 
times, but they’re also like you get so inspired and you like accept it, like you can have crazy ideas and I can fool around. 
Because in some other work tasks that I have, I guess I cannot always be so playful or like, experiment so much. So, it 
really does not feel like work at all, and I can just loosen up, so it is different. And I think these are the fondest memories. I 
feel like we have friends.” (Informant # 7) 
“I think, as I mentioned before, being able to connect with like-minded people and the camaraderie that you get from that 
and the solidarity in times where you’re within your institutions hitting your head up against brick walls, and there’s a lot 
of sort of value to be taken out from that viewpoint too.” (Informant # 11) 

A sense of 
belonging and 
a feeling of 
happiness 

“I think it still adds value, it's like belonging somewhere, belonging to some network because this network, so here that's 
DFGN.” (Informant # 3) 
“It’s like, we have similar-minded people fighting for the same things. And so you find this support that, yeah we’re all in 
this together, it’s not only you struggling, and we’re all struggling to do this. It’s reassuring to know this.” (Informant # 6) 
“So there are two aspects in my mind, one is more the philosophical one that goes back to the idea of why we do this in the 
first place, and the second one is more, governance, logistics in terms of keeping everyone together, coordinating, setting 
the tone, having the website, having this (Slack) channel of communication, having annual events, having monthly events 
or whatever, so it’s important to set the tone and decide what models for collaboration work best, and people with 
experience in pedagogy and communication, so they can deploy some of those tools in experimenting with how we work 
together and how we bring about new projects and ideas.” (Informant # 23) 
“Every time I go to international design factory week, I feel like I've come home. So that is a great feeling that I'm always 
accepted and that we are all kind of on an equal footing and we all want to be there and we all want to do this thing 
whatever this thing is so for me that is fantastic, I think when I see the student projects at the expos my heart just sinks, I 
think when I have those hysterical hugs and funny jokes and wonderful breakfasts and coffees that in conversations that 
make absolutely no sense, they are the best, they are absolutely the best.” (Informant # 18) 
“Being a big football fan for so many years, it was one of the biggest memories I have when we were in Chile for IDFW. 
Just after a long day we managed to take a taxi and get into a football game where Chile and Brazil were playing against 
each other. So, this is something that is really, really rare for someone who is from Finland. This kind of memories, it’s a 
lot of things that we have learnt during these visits along with the official program.” (Informant # 24) 
“To be honest with you, any encounter, like any International Design Factory Week is just a celebration, a great 
celebration, getting to see all those amazing people, so diverse, so wild, so it’s always nice.” (Informant # 23) 
“I think maybe for me, going that far, that physical distance, to get to Aalto, and then, finding that, actually, you feel really 
at home. And that, you know, it’s a country that sort of reminds you a little bit of home. And you know, everyone is kind 
of warm and welcoming. And that the things that is talked about are actually kind of lived and real.” (Informant # 12) 
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“I love to send out students to do the internship in other factories, in the yearbook of the main design factory, there’s a 
spread in the book about the invasion of our students.” (Informant # 10) 
“I'm extremely passionate about our culture even though we have terrible things, the thing is that for me it was like both 
the pleasure and the learning experience for myself to see how, during the IDFW, how other cultures experienced our 
culture. That was fun especially because on that week we specifically scheduled the international week for that week 
because here we had this street food festival.” (Informant # 3) 
“I can’t really recall any negative experiences if we discuss, like, if we talk about our interaction with the Design Factory 
Global Network or with the students from Design Factory Global Network. No, I can’t come up with any negative 
experiences.” (Informant # 14) 
“The positive thing that I already mentioned, is that we know the other members, we know the people. It’s very hard for 
me to remember any such occasions where there has been fight or anger or unproductive debate within these circles. And 
that is not always the case, even in our university. You often find yourself in such meetings where you just have the feeling 
that you are wasting your time, this is not taking us anywhere, and whatever you will say will not change anything. So, in 
the design factory circles, I never have had that feeling. So, it’s mainly positive in that sense.” (Informant # 24) 

International 
collaboration 
and learning 
from the 
community 

“We really wanted to start creating or working together with university, some project, in the multidisciplinary teams and 
international teams and getting involved in those and give the students the possibility of working in those kinds of 
projects.” (Informant # 1) 
“I mean the interdisciplinary nature of the projects is absolutely number one. For our university we are pretty well-rounded 
as far as what we offer but we don’t offer the hard engineering disciplines.” (Informant # 5) 
“One of the things they wanted to join is because in their country I think there’s a lot of focus on mixing more cultures, 
they are very homogenous society and so even in the overall programs they always invite foreigners to give lectures or be 
professors so they can let the students have different perspective and see other cultures and how they interact.” (Informant 
# 22) 
“And also, then to be able to do meaningful projects and collaboration, because you have that shared value system, part of 
that I think is being open and trying different things and so that nature of experimenting, with collaboration initiatives is 
really valuable.” (Informant # 11) 
“I don’t have very deep knowledge in how to actually run the courses, like the pedagogical side. So that’s why I feel like 
here is the network with like so much knowledge. And the people are just so inspiring. So, it is actually about taking down 
my fears and risks. And like so, it’s like a huge pool of resources and inspiration.” (Informant # 7) 
“Our main goal, primary goal was to get knowledge from the network and of course share our knowledge, but in the 
beginning we thought that we will be only taking the knowledge, but it appears that we also can share our knowledge with 
the network, because main idea of the DFGN to share the knowledge, not only to take.” (Informant # 9) 
“The way in which the global network operates means there’s a much appetite for learning, not just for the students, but for 
the coaches and everyone that’s involved in it. It’s to be involved in a network that provides that opportunity that whenever 
you go to the International Design Factory Week, they are teaching us or providing experiences for us the same as we 
would want to do for our students, and so it’s real and it’s kind of lived.” (Informant # 12) 
“I think I’m very convinced that this is the future of learning and teaching. This is the experience we should provide to the 
students, so for me it’s coming here and seeing how it works there, it’s like looking how it should be everywhere, and 
learning from it.” (Informant # 17) 
“From the network’s perspective, of course the people around or people there, that's a very kind of good opportunity or 
channel to hear a little bit what are the trends and things that people are exploring and talking about, and globally. So, this 
is what are the latest trends and stuff that is happening globally in different perspectives.” (Informant # 16) 

Diversification 
of the 
educational 
experience 

“But I mean, if I would have to, I could think on some things that I think are common between, for instance, in all of the 
DFs. I think it is kind of co-creation is, in one way or another, the kind of common theme for terminology, or thing that 
brings everyone together.” (Informant # 16) 
“I have to come back to our origins, because our design factory was created on the rector's team for innovating teaching 
methods, that was the team of ten people from our university that wanted to change the education on our university and we 
have been founded by rector's decision.” (Informant # 9) 
“I think mainly because, one of his [university president’s] goals were to accelerate innovation processes in the, inside the 
university, so Design Factory offers a good opportunity to develop that area inside the university.” (Informant # 13) 
“There are other labs and there are other hubs and platforms but really the opportunity to be kind of, I just see the 
opportunity to work across the university rather than in the university is more possible in this design factory framing.” 
(Informant # 18) 
“I get to give to give my students a world class education experience, I get personally a lot of inspiration from people here 
that I know and have been dear to me since the beginning.” (Informant # 4) 
“For the students I think it also makes them see that this is something global. This is something real. It’s not just another 
project that you do in another class. It really gives you this sense of a higher thing that you are trying to accomplish or that 
you are part of a bigger thing.” (Informant # 6) 
“For students as well, it’s a larger network if they’re interested in sort of working overseas or understanding other cultures 
as part of their studies, so there’s a value right there in terms of the intercultural element, the ability to network and find 
opportunity, and then there’s also value in knowing how to work in distributed chains or working across time zones or 
working across cultures.” (Informant # 11) 
“I don't think there's any other way for me, so there's no other way to do university as we know it or for me the opportunity 
to have low hierarchy, high experimentation, being able to be more agile in developing a curriculum and shifting out 
passion, to be able to give students the opportunity to be drivers of all of that.” (Informant # 18) 

Personal 
growth and 
aspirations 

“But I mean, if I would have to, I could think on some things that I think are common between, for instance, in all of the 
DFs. I think it is kind of co-creation is, in one way or another, the kind of common theme for terminology, or thing that 
brings everyone together.” (Informant # 16) 
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“I have to come back to our origins, because our design factory was created on the rector's team for innovating teaching 
methods, that was the team of ten people from our university that wanted to change the education on our university and we 
have been founded by rector's decision.” (Informant # 9) 
“I think mainly because, one of his [university president’s] goals were to accelerate innovation processes in the, inside the 
university, so Design Factory offers a good opportunity to develop that area inside the university.” (Informant # 13) 
“There are other labs and there are other hubs and platforms but really the opportunity to be kind of, I just see the 
opportunity to work across the university rather than in the university is more possible in this design factory framing.” 
(Informant # 18) 
“I get to give to give my students a world class education experience, I get personally a lot of inspiration from people here 
that I know and have been dear to me since the beginning.” (Informant # 4) 
“For the students I think it also makes them see that this is something global. This is something real. It’s not just another 
project that you do in another class. It really gives you this sense of a higher thing that you are trying to accomplish or that 
you are part of a bigger thing.” (Informant # 6) 
“For students as well, it’s a larger network if they’re interested in sort of working overseas or understanding other cultures 
as part of their studies, so there’s a value right there in terms of the intercultural element, the ability to network and find 
opportunity, and then there’s also value in knowing how to work in distributed chains or working across time zones or 
working across cultures.” (Informant # 11) 


